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Exam ivs 25.6.20L4
State clearly your name and - if available - studentnummer. Tip: Read first

all questions, and then start with the ones that a.re easiest for you. Feel free to
ansv,rer in Dutch, English or both.

1. Hall effect in the Drude model
Here you derive step by step the magnetoresistance and the HaIl coeÍficient as

it is predicted by the Drude model.

(r) In the Drude model the probability of an electron suffering a collision
in any infinitesimal time interval dt is just dÍ/r. Assume furbher
that the electron moves under a force f (due to a spatially uniform
electric and/or magnetic field). Suppose that an electron has at time
Í a momentum p (t). Then one finds that the mornentum a time dÍ
later is given by (ignoring terrns of order d,t2 and higher) :

Rewrite this equation as a differential equation for p (Í) (the elec-

tron's equation of motion). [Hint: lim6r--,,s Ik+I1à:, {Pl
Consider the setup shown below. An electrical 6eld E, is applied
to the wire pointing in the r-direction leading to a current density
ia : -fi€Prfm where n denotes the electron density and m the
electron mass. In addition a magnetic field H : (0,0, 11) points in
the z-direction resulting in the Lorentz force

_ap x H.
cm,

This deflects electrons in the negative gr-direction leading to a buildup
of'negative charges. As a result there is transverse electrical fleld
Eu, the Hall field, that (once a steady state is reached) balances
the Lorentz force and the current will flow only in the ir-direction.
Write down the equation of motion in vector form and then the r-
and gr-component of this equation.

p (t + dt): (, - l) rn', + r dt.

(b)



(d)

(f)

(s)

Consider now the steady state. Ca.lculate the magnetoresistantauce
p: E,lj,. (Hint: there is no flow of electrons in the y-direction)'

Calculate the Ha^ll coefficient Rn : Esl U,H).

Suppose you have the measured values p and À1r. Which of the two
can you use to determine whether your material is well-described by
the Drude model? And why?

2. Crystal structures
In this exercise you look at lattices and structures

(u) Draw the FCC, BCC, aud HCP structures. \Mhich structure has the
lowest density if you were to construct it out of cannonba.lls?

(b) Give primitive vectors of the simple cubic lattice, and calculate the

corresponding primitive vectors of the reciprocal lattice.

(") The last page of your exa,rr shows 6, filing pattern from Isla,mic art.
Draw the primitive vectors. How ura,ny tiles are in the basis? Shade

these tiles.

(d) The second image is by M. C. Escher. Again draw the primitive
vectors. How ma,ny fishes a.re in the basis of this lattice? (you do
not need to shade them).

Put your narne on this page a^nd ha^nd it in with your solutions.

3. Kronig-Penney model

The Kronig-Penney model is a simple one.dimensional qua"ntuur mecha,nical sys-

tem that consists of an infinite periodic array of rectangulax potential barriers,

see figure below.
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Write dowu the Schrödinger equation

-#W +u@),b@):t,tt(x)

in the interva,l 0 < r < a and in in the interval -b < r < 0.

(u)
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